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Student health center reopens
By Abbigail Brooks
STAFF WRITER

A

nyone who has
already had a
stomach bug,
broken bone, or
black-and-blue
mark this semester has probably
had an encounter with USD's
new Health Center. For those
who have been lucky enough to
stay out of harm's way, the news
may come as a surprise.
The Health Center recently
moved from its temporary loca
tion in Guadalupe Hall back to
its permanent location in Camino 161, next to Shiley Theatre
in the back of the Camino/
Founders courtyard.
There have been several
changes to the Health Center
which will benefit students.
Regina Fleming, new director
of the health center, named a
few of the new changes.
"We have twice as many
exam rooms and twice as many
staff, which increases the num
ber of patients we can see, as
well as the scope of what we
can do," said Fleming.
The previous staff consisted
of one nurse, a nurse practioner
and a visting doctor, who was
only on campus a half day each
week. The staff now boasts two

full-time nurses, a nurse prac
titioner, a full-time physician,
a part-time psychiatrist and a
health educator. There are now
three examination rooms and a
fourth is expected to be com
pleted shortly.
In addition to an expanded
staff, the Health Center itself
had a facelift. Student visitors
will enjoy a comfortably fur
nished waiting room including
a television, a big improvement
over the wooden bench in the
hallway that served as a waiting
room last spring.
New equipment will also
allow for preventative visits,
such as check-ups and physical
exams, which the center was
previously unable to accom
modate.
Finally, increased lab capa
bilities will make it possible for
students to have on-site lab tests
performed at very low costs.
According to Fleming, the
Health Center is currently only
open to enrolled students. How
ever, their hope for the future
is to be able to extend their
services to faculty and staff for
a nominal fee.
"It's going to take some
time to work out all the bugs,"
Flemming said. "There is a lot
of new staff and a lot of old
staff with new job descriptions.
Everything is new."

tHIN lUUHti
The director asked that ev
eryone have a little patience
during these next few weeks
while the Health Center and
its staff adjust to their new sur
roundings.
Fleming and the staff at
USD's Health Center are very
optimistic about their new ac
commodations. Fleming is most
excited about "the opportunity
to see patients."
"I love college students be
cause they are pleasant to treat
as patients," she said. "They're
just getting out on their own and
starting to make good health
decisions."

The newly
remodeled
Health
Center
(above) is
now receiving
student
patients.
Becky
Johnson, one
of the Health
Center's
registered
nurses, looks
over files in
a new lab
(right).
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University competes in voter drive
By Ingrid Hernandez-Monroy
NEWS EDITOR

I

RAY GALVAN

In celebration of the Jewish holiday of Sukkot, the Jewish
Student Union has set up and decorated a sukkah
(temporary dwelling or hut) in front of the University
Center. Sukkot is a holiday that revolves around rejoicing
and thanking God for the completed harvest. The sukkah
represents both the huts that farmers would live in and
also where the Israelites dwelt during their forty years of
wandering in the desert after escaping from slavery in Egypt.
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n order to boost voter
participation in the
upcoming presidential
election, AS and other
campus organizations
are sponsoring a voter registra
tion drive through Oct.18.
Other organizations include
the Institute for Peace and Jus
tice, USD College Republicans,
USD College Democrats, the
Women's Center, ROTC and the
Center for Christian Spirituality.
The top floor of the Univer
sity Center will have computers
available for students to register
to vote online until Oct. 18, the
deadline for California registra
tion. The California Secretary of

University of San Diego

State is hosting a voter registra
tion competition involving San
Diego colleges and universities.
The college or university that
registers the largest percentage
of voters will receive sponsor
ship from the Secretary of State
for a campus event.
"I think the drive is going
really well," said Erica Lovano,
AS President. There are cur
rently 250 students that have
registered to vote through USD.
The AS Executive Team ran into
some problems because they
found that many students have
already registered to vote.
"This is actually really good
because it means the students
are politically active," Lovano
said.
While hundreds of USD

students are registered to vote,
this does not necessarily mean
that everyone will go to the polls
to exercise this right. In order
to address this uncertainty, the
Women's Center will be show
ing Iron Jawed Angels, an HBO
original movie depicting the his
tory of women suffrage on Oct.
28 at 7 p.m. in UC 107.
According to "BUST Maga
zine," 62 percent of females
between the ages of 18 and 25
did not vote. "We think the fe
male vote can definitely make a
difference in our nation," said
Monique Alaniz, Director of
Programming for the Women's
Center.
Political comedian Will Durst
will also visit campus on Oct. 18
and is open to all students.
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By Ingrid Hernandez-Monroy
NEWS EDITOR

Rome, Italy—Pope John Paul
II beatified the last emperor of
Austria, Charles I, at a ceremony
in St. Peter's Square on Sunday.
Charles I ruled the Austro-Hungarian Empire in the final years
of World War I. The controversy
of this beatification lies in the fact
that Charles I commanded troops
to use poison gas during the war,
although the pope praised his
work for peace. The pope also
beatified Katharina Emmerick,
a German nun whose graphic
visions of Jesus' suffering before
his crucifixion drew pilgrims to
her bedside before her death in
1824.
Gonaives, Haiti—The death
toll in Haiti due to the tropical
storm Jeanne has risen to nearly
2,000 people, officials said.
Almost 900 others were listed
as missing and presumed dead.
U.N. World Food Program relief
agencies have been working day
and night to send food to victims
of the storm.
Karachi, Pakistan—Police
said an unmanned U.S. spy
plane crashed Sunday near an air
base used by American forces in
southern Pakistan. At least six of
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The Vista publication is written and edited
by USD students and funded by revenues
generated through advertisement and a
student fee. Advertising material published
is for informational purposes only and is
not to be construed as an expressed or
implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level
of the University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to: The Vista.
5998 Alcala Park. San Diego, CA 92110
First copies of the newspaper are
complimentary, all copies thereafter are 25
cents charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the
writers or columnists and not necessarily
those of The Vista Staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The
Vista office. Letters should be limited to 300
words and must be signed. For identification
purposes, USD ID numbers and writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista re- .
serves the right to edit published letters. Any
content sent to the editor will be considered
for publictlon unless otherwise stated.

the American Predator spy planes
have crashed in Pakistan since
October 2001. American forces
have used the base since 2001 to
support the anti-terror campaign
in Afghanistan.
Mexico City, Mexico—The
Dalai Lama, during a four-day
visit to Mexico City, said that
China is probably dumping
nuclear waste in remote corners
of Tibet. "The only suitable area
where this nuclear waste could
go is Tibet," he said. Mexico
has welcomed the Dalai Lama
as a religious leader but not as
a political leader, because of
its long tradition of neutrality
as well as its desire to improve
economic and political relations
with China.
Lagos, Nigeria—Officials
said the Nigerian government
has successfully signed a cease
fire with three rebel groups that
had been targeting foreign oil
companies and their workers in
the Niger Delta region. The rebel
groups have agreed to cease hos
tilities and to immediately begin
disarming. Nigeria was the fifth
largest exporter of crude oil to the
United States in 2003.

FUSO (Filipino Ugnayan Stu
dent Organization) members per
form a cultural dance, "Pandango
sa ilaw" in front of the University
Center on Tuesday to celebrate
Filipino Heritage Month. "The
dance focuses on grace and bal
ance, and the name of the dance
comes from the Spanish word
'fandango,"' said FUSO Senate
Representative Liberty Hebron.
The dance represents fishermen
in the Philippines who would cel
ebrate a good catch by swinging
and circling lighted oil lamps.
Other highlights of Tuesday's

activities were FUSO President
Claire Delacruz's rendition of
the Philippines national an
them and her performance of
the Philippines national dance,
"Tinkling" with FUSO member
Kevin Galacgac.
As a way to celebrate Filipino
Heritage Month, FUSO plans
to promote Keynote Speaker
Ninotchka Rosca's discussion
on October 21 at 6 p.m. in UC
Forum AB. Rosea will speak out
on topics ranging from political
prisoners to women in the global
economy.
FUSO is also promoting the
San Diego Asian Film Festival
from October 21 - 24.
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PUBLIC SAFETY
REPORT
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uel-Publie Safety was
requested to assist with two
female students who appeared
intoxicated and causing a
noise disturbance. The Of
ficers determined them to be
able to care for themselves.
Both were cited for MIP.
Missions B Parking Lot- Of
ficers investigating a noise
complaint made contact with
a male student who appeared
intoxicated. Officers deter
mined he was unable to care
for himself and he was trans
ported to Detox.
Manchester-Public Safety
responded to a fire alarm that
was activated by cooking..

OQ

Kroc-A student filed a report
regarding a series of harass
ing phone calls.
Maher-Public Safety inves
tigated a report of a wallet

stolen from a resident's room.

Bahias-Public Safety re
ceived a report regarding loud
music.
Jenny Craig Pavilion-Of
ficers received a report of a
wallet stolen from JCP locker
room.
Maher-Officers investigated
an incident involving an
unknown person vandalizing
a resident's window.
Mission Crossroads-Of
ficers responded to a noise
complaint involving several
people in the area.
San Juan-Resident hall staff
cited a student for possession
of alcohol. Others were cited
for being in the presence of
alcohol.

1—Public Safety
responded to RAs request

for assistance with mari
juana odor. Officers confis
cated marijuana, one alcoholic
beverage, 50 calibers used
bullets, 2 folding knives and a
hammer.

la-Public Safety
received a report from a
resident student of a stolen
calculator from her residence
hall.

sr-An officer observed 6
students standing by a vehi
cle. As he drove by he noticed
all 6 students running into
the residence hall. The officer
discovered and confiscated
alcoholic beverages in the car.
The owner was cited for open
containers in a vehicle.
Santa Ana Drive-Officers
arrested a student for Driving
under the Influence after an

officer observed a vehicle run
a stop sign. The driver was
booked into jail by SDPD.
Palomar-RAs cited residents
for MIP.

Cuyamaca-RAs cited resi
dents for MIP.
DTAs-Officers cited one stu
dent for MIP.
Cuyamaca-RAs cited resi
dents for alcohol, inter visita
tion violation and animal
violation.
East Campus Road-Officers
arrested a student for Driv
ing under the Influence after
an officer observed a vehicle
run a stop sign at Alcala
Vista east lot. The driver was
booked into jail by SDPD.
Valley-Public Safety respond
ed to a complaint regarding
loud music. The officers
contacted the residents and
asked them to quiet down.
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Mixed Company:

Election
Events
•

Young Democrats and College Republicans debate
By Katie Sullivan
STAFF WRITER

USD College Republicans and
USD Young Democrats have both
accomplished a noteworthy task
in expanding their presence on
campus and rousing^ notoriously
apathetic studfljWBKfer the
coming'
Both _
on a solic
and civil dl
However,
race between
mcum
sn u
W. Bush and Senator,
growing ever tighter, members of"
each organization are pushing to
get out the votes for the candidates
their party supports.
This, coupled with the close
House race in District 53 here in

California, often makes it difficult
for the college students to keep a
cordial, open-minded relationship
with the other side.
"The problem with this elec
tion,^'^jsaid Brandon Bowe, "is
that people's minds are already
. No one listens, no one is
what people are saying,
e
ability
to compromise has
M/ ,•+ n
President of College
is Bowe recognizes the
f promoting Republiiates in a liberal state
!California.
This difficulty has not discour
aged Bowe and other College
Republicans from promoting the
Republican Party platform of
"compassionate conservatism", as
well as morality, leadership, ethics,
and service.
In their meetings,
College Republicans
utilize the impor
tant resource of guest
speakers like Darin Hunzeker, the Republican
candidate opposing
Susan Davis in District
53.
The group feels
special guest speakers
bring more significance
to their weekly meetings
because an outside source
of information can offer more
credibility than the pontifications
of their own members, said
Bowe.
The USD Young Democrats
meetings are more of a brain
storming forum for future cam

October 8 Presidential Debates
at 6 p.m. in Mission Crossroads,
Palomar Lounge, Manchester
• Villiage, IPJ

pus events and innovating methods
of getting out the vote, which has
become the groups main focus this
fall. In addition to traditional voter
registration and passing out litera
ture on Democratic candidates, the
Young Democrats have reserved
spots on campus to publicly watch
the Presidential and Vice Presiden
tial debates.
"This is all part of the greater
goal of voter education and aware
ness," said Young Democrats Pres
ident Victor Salcido. The group
is looking forward to presenting
the Michael Moore documentary
Fahrenheit 9/11 before the Novem
ber election.
In addition to this on campus ac
tivity, the Young Democrats have
been taking trips to the swing state
of Arizona to register Voters and
promote Senator Kerry. Members
who have attended these trips to
Arizona were visibly energized
about their successes and seem to
have a true sense of the difference
they are making in politics.
Both USD Young Democrats
and USD College Republicans
openly welcome new mem\
or people simply interestec
learning more about the politi\
process.
USD Young Democrats
meets weekly on Wednesdays]
at 7p.m. in IPJ 220 and can!
be contacted by e-mail at •
usddemocrats@yahoo.com.
College Republicans
meet weekly on Tuesdays, but
meeting places change. Please
contact them by e-mail at
usdrepublicans@hotmail.com.

October 11, from 7-9 p.m.,
« "Jerusalem Women Speak" in
IPJ Theater.
October 13 at 6 p.m., Presi
dential Debates in Manchester
Village, IPJ, UC Forum.
October 14 12:30-2 p.m.,
Conversations with Women
Peacemakers from Guatemala
* and Pakistan in IPJ.
October 16 from 7:45 a.m.- 2 p.m.,
"By The People" deliberation on loca
election in IPJ.
October 18 in UC Forum Resource
Fair at 7 p.m.; Political Comedian,
Will Durst at 8 p.m.
October 2112:30-2 p.m.,
^ Conversations with Women
Peacemakers from Guatemala
and Pakistan in IPJ.
October 27 from 6-8 p.m.,
.Candidates Forum For 76th As
sembly District in IPJ Theater.

1 he word around campus...
Why is student attendance at Torero sporting events so low?

«
"There's not enough enthusi
asm or hype."

Brandon Weiss, sophomore

"Mostly because they're at
inconvenient times."

Ben Heinemann, freshman

"I've never been to a game
because 1 haven't had the
time."
Triny Cisneros, sophomore

i

"I'm not a big athletics fan in
general, but 1 do like hockey."

Chris Coccagna, senior

'

1

1

"Our campus is too small.
20% of SDSU is a lot bigger
than 20% of USD"
Elizabeth Santa-Donato. sophomore
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Italian-Americans and the crusade against
arc a straight the Olive Garden: here you're "family?"

guy in need of a
"Queer Eye"
when...
By Kenneth Creech

STAFF WRITER
1. Ml *-otir clothes are
black, navy, brown or gray.
There is a hole in the toe of

pry pair ol sock- vwi own
Y:-.Y

2,

You have had the same
bottle of Aequo Di Gio since
ou*re first girlfriend gave
to you in seventh grade.
You ha. en'? done laundry
since starting school, and your
excuse is. "'my mom will do
it for me when ! go home.'*

4. You've heard of "Scrub
bing Bubbles" and you are pretty
sure they are a new punk band

5, Even your roommate
is afraid to go in your room
because he might get stuck in
one of the piles of
dirty clothes.
:
:

Y 7 • TY j YY'-YY;/ : •' •. h;vi ;YY Y Y

6, The noxious smell coming
from the refrigerator has been
there for so long t hat you can't re
member what actually caused it.

7.

The pile of dirty dishes
in your sink is so tall that
you can see it from across the
hall in your neighbor's room.

S. Your idea of a roman
tic niglu in with your girl
friend is a pizza, lit by the
soft glow of the television.
§, A balanced meal includes
either ramen noodles or hoidogs.
10. You and your room
mate- have ; '.leaning ro
tation it; order to delegate
whi cleans and when '...but
you never actually use it.

"4'IYYYY. "

'Y

11. I he words taupe, ce
ladon. sea foam, umber, se
pia. mauve, cornflower and
burnt sienna are not found
in your color vocabulary.

By, Mike Minicilli
STAFF WRITER

During my high school
days as a maturing full-blood
ed Italian adolescent, my lov
ing parents encouraged me to
take part in many traditions
of the Italian .culture so that
I could someday grow up to
be the proud, outspoken Don
Corleone wannabe that I am
today.
I am positive that these
traditions are written down
somewhere, along with ev
ery Italian mother's secret
recipe for the perfect spa
ghetti sauce. And every Ital
ian father's sound advice on
how to get your wife to cook
this same spaghetti sauce for
you night in and night out, no
matter how much your blood
begins to resemble gooey
tomato paste.
It is widely known that
every true Italian family
has its own particular set of
guidelines that its children
are supposed to heed as they
grow up. And by "heed"
I mean follow completely
and without question, or else
the college tuition bill could
magically start appearing in

more than I do. When I do find
this gem of a woman, I must
immediately marry her so that
we can get started on producing
handfiils of full-blooded Italian
goddess children whose main
purpose in life will be to find
other attractive full-blooded
Italians to whom they can wed
and produce even more angelic
Italian kids so that one day the
entire world will reek only of

"Whatever the reason, my
parents would rather find
me passed out in Detox than
stuffing my face at an
Olive Garden."
she sees my phone bill each
month), must find an equally
beautiful full-blooded Italian
goddess to whom I am attracted
enough to marry. I must do this
before I get too old (about 25)
and lose the ability to have any
kids, which would render my
life absolutely meaningless by
my grandchildren-less parents.
Another one of the marriage
requirements, of course, is that
my parents have to like the girl

red wine and garlic cloves.
The second rule in the "Man
dati" states that at no point in his
life shall a Minicilli son dine at
the Olive Garden. Please, don't
ask about this one. Seriously,
I have no idea as to the roots
of this rule. But it does exist
in all its saucy glory, and I can
never change that. Blame it on
the restaurant's fake Italian at
mosphere. Or even the taste of
its meat sauce, which bears a

striking resemblance to the stuff
found in my roommate's 10gallon tub of Prego. Whatever
the reason, my parents would
rather find me passed out in
Detox than stuffing my face at
an Olive Garden.
Which is why it hurts me so
much to say that I, Mike Mini
cilli, did indeed dine at the Olive
Garden last week. And not only
did I eat there, I almost enjoyed
it. What poor college kid can
resist a $10, never-ending pasta
bowl? No, really, it never ends:
I was so full my belly ached,
but I asked for more food just
because I could. I mean, come
on now. It was never-ending.
I already called home and
informed my parents of my ac
tions. I told them that it would
be silly of them to hold a grudge
against me simply because I ate
at a stupid restaurant. I made it
clear that I would not accept any
anger on their part.
I told them I am my own
man, and 1 can do whatever I
feel like doing and eat wherever
I want to eat. Yeah, I broke Rule
No. 2 of the "Mandati." So
what? That's right, my people.
I set my parents straight.
Now, if only I could find out
why my tuition bill was in my
mailbox today....

Campaign road passes first debate

Kerry and Bush discuss foreign policy, homeland security and the war in Iraq
By Kyle Martindale
STAFF WRITER

Senator John Kerry de
feated President Bush last
Thursday in the first Presi
dential debate of the election
year, and just as a disclaimer,
this article will not be mock
ing President Bush's diction
or syntax.
Not even subtly, sarcasti
cally, or wittily will I exploit
for comedic value misuse of
language on the part of our

1 2 . You are told to
'Tjuzes" your sleeves and
you have no idea what to do.
u Your daily cleansing
regimen is limited to washing
your face and body with bar
soap and using a shampoo/con
ditioner in one on your hair.

the kid's mailbox rather than
back at home.
I affectionately refer to my
family's guidebook as the "Min
icilli Mandati," translated into
English as "Being an Italian Son
for Dummies," and it consists of
two simple rules.
The first of these states that I,
being the "handsome angel" that
my mother claims was sent by
the Lord Himself (that is, until

GOOGUEIMAGES

President George W. Bush

President such as artificial al
literations like fighting frasurfacely, or anything of that sort.
I was eager to see the first
presidential debate last Thurs
day, which turned out to be a
great moment in live-actionpolitics; the students watching
it in the student lounge laughed
and cheered as if they were
watching a football game.
I watched the debate a second
time over the weekend, thanks
to the miracle of Tivo, and I
made an effort to step back from
my bias toward Kerry. I no
ticed that President Bush made
some strong arguments and that
Kerry's performance was more
flawed than it had appeared to
be initially.
Nevertheless, Bush remained,
for a majority of the debate, on
the frantic defensive, especially
in the beginning, seemingly
compelled to assert that he has
learned from his mistakes while
Kerry had the luxury of saying
he could've done better.
Kerry attacked Bush's "co
lossal misjudgment'' on Iraq and
blunders in other foreign policy,

criticizing Bush's alienation
of the rest of the world. Bush
could only attack Kerry's "in
consistent" statements and his
sending "mixed messages."
Though Kerry's "flip-flopping" is not easily defended,
this criticism is qualified with
the recognition that the real
ity of the situation in Iraq and
the manner in which President
Bush engaged the war has left
everyone with more liberalorientated anti-war views in a
tough spot philosophically.
Having supported a course
of action to dethrone Saddam
Hussein, but not supporting the
manner in which Bush has done
so and now asserting that the
war was a mistake can appear
contradictory.
In short, the stance Kerry has
taken on Iraq is more complex
than Bush's simple sentence
sound bytes about defending
America. The liberal stance
is more complex, less easily
articulated, and more easily
perceived to be inconsistent.
Bush appealed to fear, and
emotions, while Kerry's ar

guments appealed more to
reason. Bush appealed to our
fears of terrorism and weap
ons'of mass destruction so
harshly that his language at
times seemed almost threaten
ing, using the recent tragedy at
the Russian school as part of his
argument to reelect him.
Kerry was able to factually
highlight what Bush has done
wrong, and conveniently sup
ply his remedies. He spoke
with strength, conviction, and
clarity, and in the end showed
Bush's faults to be more grave
than his own.
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Senator John Kerry
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Sexual education still necessary
By Kenneth Creech
STAFF WRITER

After spending a few
weeks reading The Vista,
new students may have
noticed that there generally
aren't any articles that di
rectly address sex or issues
related to sex.
Many say that a sex col
umn has no place on a Cath
olic campus, where sex is
viewed as strictly a practice
between married couples
with the express purpose
of procreation. But in a
modern world where some
say the average age for firsttime sex has now dropped,
there ought to be room for
education and discussion of
the topic.
Regardless of each indi
viduals' sexual experience
or lack thereof, the truth
about sex is that no one
knows it all. A sophomore,
who wished to remain name
less, said, "I know what the
Catholic view on sexuality

FILE PHOTO

A USD couple shows their affection in front
of Aromas.

is, but I think every
student, sexually ac
tive or not could ben
efit from a column
that addressed ques
tions."
It is not a new con
cept that knowledge is
power. Consequently,
when you don't have
the knowledge you
are left powerless and
unaware.
According to the
American Health As
sociation, less than
half of all 18 to 44
year-olds have ever
been tested for an STI
(sexually transmitted
infection) other than
HIV/AIDS.
It may seem that
those students who do
not have sexual en
counters at this point
in their lives are safe,
but what if they end
up with someone who
caught an STI and
never bothered to get
tested?
Definitions of sex

and sexuality have changed
over the years. What was once
something a married couple did
after many months or years is
something that is now being
done instead of "sex."
In the attempt to maintain
a virginal existence, some col
lege students are practicing the
"everything but..." rule when
defining what is allowed and
what isn't.
The truth is, however, that
the "everything but..." rule
poses a problem many are
overlooking. Communicable
STIs are capable of spreading
from one person to another
without actual intercourse
taking place, and females can
become pregnant even without
penetration.
Since 1949, the year USD
was founded, the Catholic view
on sex and sexuality has not
changed much.
According to Dr. Evelyn
Kirkley, professor in the the
ology and religious studies de
partment, the Catholic church
believes that "the purpose of
sexual intercourse is for nurtur
ing intimacy between a woman

and a man and for creating chil
dren. The Church is consistent
in stating that those aims can be
met only within the institution
and sacrament of marriage,"
she said.
I am not proposing that a
column article whose pur
pose is to provide answers
to questions on the best way
to perform be introduced to
the paper, but perhaps there
is room for information and
answers to questions relevant
to our institution.
It is apparent that college
students are having sex or
that some are dealing with the
consequences related to their
actions. It is a reality we are
meant to face and, as students
at an institution for higher
education, it is behooving of us
to take the time to leam about
the things about which we have
limited knowledge.
Open channels of commu
nication are the best way to
maintain a healthy relationship
between people, so why not
use that same method to stay
informed about the realities
of sex?

San Diego, the vacation hot spot, never lacks excitement
There are endless possibilities that provide young people with something to do, no matter their interests
By Melissa Parelli
STAFF WRITER

When you're tired of cross
ing the Mexican border for
a night out, there are endless
attractions waiting for you in
scenic San Diego.
Whether your interests lie in
adventurous activities, relax
ing at the beach, or the typical
"shopping, dinner, and a movie"
excursion, all can be conquered
in San Diego.
The phrase "taking it for
granted" can definitely be ap
plied to most San Diegan lives.
School has only been in ses
sion for a month, and already
countless complaints have been
made by individuals about how
they "want to go out and do
something," but can't think of
anything to do besides the same
old stuff (shopping, eating and
heading to the beach).On the
other hand, this same old stuff
may be new to people who don't
have the luxury of a car and get
ting to those places.
No excuses! Whether you
have a car or not, everyone is
entitled to have an exciting
day, every day, in San Diego.
Jump on the trolley for a few
bucks and you can get just about
anywhere - Fashion Valley, Old
Town, the Gaslamp District,
Seaport Village, Fifth Avenue,
Horton Plaza. These areas are
great for outdoor shopping and

eating, but you can shake your
stuff at one of the many down
town dance clubs, or grab a cup
of joe while listening to some
jazz at a local coffee house.
Feel like a kid again and ride

your palms read on Fifth Ave. there is no need to become
in between shopping runs at disgruntled. While money does
have its advantages, just being
Horton Plaza.
Take a ferry ride to Coro- outside in sunny San Diego
nado, or cruise across the harbor should bring a smile to anyone's
by ship, boat or canoe. The pos- face.

ALI JARVIS

With a plethora of beaches, most of which are only a few minutes drive, USD students will always
have something to do. Students surf, swim and sunbathe in their free time.

the merry-go-round in Seaport
Village, or enjoy a gorgeous
view of the harbor with a lip
smacking candy apple treat.
Indulge in a mouth-watering
Ghiradelli sundae after getting

sibilities are endless.
If you're complaining about
being broke from -shopping,
have resorted to smuggling food
from the cafeteria, and tend to
penny pinch on a daily basis,

If you're bored and have little
or no money, then pack up some
gear and go beach camping with
some friends, hike through the
lush vegetation and intriguing
atmosphere of Balboa Park or

Torrey Pines, or roller blade
down the boardwalk.
Catching a wave at the beach
in some form or another is in
evitable in San Diego. Whether
it be water-skiing, jet-skiing or
wake boarding, there is more to
do than just relax at the beach
and get a tan.
Take up a surfing class, rent
some snorkeling gear, go parasailing, kayaking or start a game
of volleyball. Feel the warm
breeze flow through your hair
as you ride the roller coaster at
Mission Beach. Stop for a mo
ment and look at the captivat
ing environment around you.
Living on the West Coast is an
opportunity that many people
never get to experience.
An entire lifetime can pass
by in the blink of an eye, so
while you are young and ad
venturous, try to do all there is
to do in San Diego. You only
live once, so why not fly in a hot
air balloon, or go rock climb
ing and horseback riding in the
same day?
Go sport fishing in Point
Loma, whale-watching in the
Pacific, or sailing in the Harbor.
Sing your heart out at karaoke
somewhere downtown, go
paint balling, or see a drive-in
movie.
Whatever you decide to do,
just don't sit around and com
plain, because there is a calling
for everyone, and you just may
find yours in San Diego.

OPINION

The Vista

University provides
opportunity to end
student apathy
By
Jen Rasmussen
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Apathy. Apathy is an
extremely overused word
around this campus. In past
articles in the Vista, people
have complained that the
USD student body only cares
about partying and hang
ing out at the beach. This
perspective has also been
reinforced by other groups
on campus.
However, when 1 walk
around campus, I see more
than just lazy, boring, un
motivated students. I see
Division I athletes. Associ
ated Students officers, Greek
organization presidents, and
honor students, to name just
a few.
This "apathy" finger-point
ing discredits the work that
many USD students put in

every day.
We are all extremely lucky
to be in a university setting.
We have inexhaustible re
sources at our fingertips. We
have the opportunity to meet
people that you might not
otherwise encounter.
When else will you have so
much free time? Start a new
club, leam a foreign language,
join an intramural team, vol
unteer.
In a few short years, (or
mouths in some eases) we will
be pushed entirely out of the
nest and be stuck in the world
of Monday through Friday 9to-five. Let's take advantage
of this great American concept
called "college." Let's kill
that annoying word "apathy"
once and for all.

Write back.
email your letters to the editor to
vista@sandiego.edu and we will
print them in next week's paper.
300 words or less.

HO time to write?

call the hotline and tell us what
you think. Ext. 7849
Opinions will be published
annonymously.
II WE ARE COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS!
University of Pennsylvania's Graduate School of Education
is coming to your school's graduate fair. Stop by our table
and speak to our admissions representative about the wide
range of opportunities in the field of education.
ror
re de:ai.a : v?:r : rad jatr *=• r, : .fas* visit:
wwwi^se.upsnn.edu/admissions findncial.'events.plip
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Letters to the editor

Response to
college drinking
death

paid for and expected by the
residents. It is negligence on
the part of the University be
cause students are unable to
access the Internet to perform
necessary research, homework
On Thursday, September 30,
and tasks that require the it.
2004 I received a phone call
USD is also negligent be
from a friend as I headed out of
cause students waste valuable
class. She said I would prob
time waiting to see when (or
ably hear about this through
if) the network will come back
the news later, but another
up, and because USD has not
fraternity brother is dead. After
been able to promptly and
getting off the phone with her,
adequately resolve the most
I continued my walk to the
prominent student issues on
valley and picked up the latest
our campus.
copy of The Vista where I read
In addition to all of the
the headline, "City mourns
promotional announcements
student death: SDSU student
made about USD's distinguish
dies." At this point, the only
able characteristics, I feel it
thought that I could think of,
would be reasonable to add
through the great deal of emo
the slogan: "A University of
tions and shock I was feeling
Students without access," to
was simply: What happened
explain the student-resident
to us?
experience. Many times I have
The only way I can answer
raised student issues to our
this question is this: we lost the
AS representatives and to the
fear of God that was at the core
respective departments which
of the majority of generations
the issues involved.
preceding ours. We thought we
The actions taken by both
had everything figured out. We Irma Covarrubias, junior
of these power-possessing
thought we could trick God.
bodies is shameful because we
We thought it would never hap
can't wholly depend that they
pen to us, but ft did.. .again and
will be able to handle the seri
again and again and AGAIN.
ous issues affecting our USD
University of Colorado, Colo
community. Their efforts to
According to Megan Barry resolve student issues are em
rado State, San Diego State and
now University of Oklahoma. ("Homogenous at first glance," barrassing, disappointing and
Sept. 30), USD's "cookie-cut untimely, especially because
What will we do now?
I can only guess that our ter beauty...comes from our they accepted the responsibil
generation will hide from lack of racial diversity." So, ity to come up with acceptable
the reality that was revealed in essence, the reason why solutions to student issues.
through these deaths. Some USD students are so ubiqui
Just as newborn parents
might stand up, but they will tously good-looking is because have the ethical responsibil
be silenced by the majority, they're all white? I know it's ity to do everything they can
who will return to doing what early in the fall semester, but I to provide for the needs of
they do best..."enjoying their doubt that any other sentence in their child, our university's
youth." Most will try to put it a Vista article this year will be power-holding bodies should
behind them as they go back as overtly ethnocentric as that have done so already with our
to business as usual, drinking ridiculous remark.
network needs.
their troubles and sorrows
away. They like their odds Troy Pickard, Law student
Joel Orozco, senior
now, taking their chances that
it won't get them. Next time
it might hit a little closer to
home, though, and I can only
hope and pray that then we as
a generation and as a school
won't hide and go back to busi
ness as usual but will stand up
An unstable network con
together and end this horrific nection for residencies isn't
Although I wholeheartedly
pattern.
only distressing for students agree that everyone from our
and absurd in today's tech generation should vote on elec
Alex McGee, freshman
nological times, it makes the tion day, I have a problem with
statement that this university your article ("Election directly
is unreliable and negligent. affects younger constituency,"
It is unreliable becuase com Sept. 30). There is a small
munication can't be realized problem concerning the soThe article "Huerta calls USD through email and/or instant called piece of legislation HR
to action" (Sept. 23) about AchA messaging since the incessant 163. It does not exist! In my
and MEChA's keynote speaker, network connections terminate humble opinion, it is a fabri
cation of the left to move the
Dolores Huerta, co-sponsored basic correspondence.
by AS was just simply ignorant
USD is also unreliable since youth vote against Bush. Please
and a poor example of univer students must spend increas check your sources and make
sity level journalism.
ingly more money to cover sure everything is factually
According to Webster's dic costs of having to utilize the correct. A simple visit to the
tionary, the definition of igno telephone, snail mail and/or Congressional web site proves
rance is "lacking knowledge; other means of communication its falsity. Get out and vote!
not aware; lacking comprehen as a result of USD's failure to
sion." Although the article tried provide the internet service Jon Gallagher, sophomore
to convey Sra. Huerta in a posi
tive light, the writer of the article
was "lacking knowledge" on the
life of Huerta, "not aware" of
her contributions to society and
"lacking comprehension" on
why she was there and of her
message to the audience.
Even though the writer is
considered a "staff writer," he
is still acting as a journalist. He,
therefore, has an ethical duty to
thoroughly and adequately re
search the background informa
tion of people and events before
he writes about a subject that he
has failed to show he knows or
even understands.
A USD professor who teach
es Introduction to Media Writ
ing teaches his students that a
journalist is not supposed to
write a biased article, rather that
the reader should be the one to
decide how he/she should feel
about the speaker and the event.
Apparently, the writer forgot
this basic principle of media
writing.

Ethnocentric
remarks

University should
correct network
USD students
problems
should vote

Huerta portrayed
inaccurately
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Indie Revolution: the new Hollywood
From "Napoleon Dynamite" to "Garden State/' independent films have made an outstanding impact
By Katie Sullivan
STAFF WRITER

The line between a film and
a flick are blurring a little more
with the success of small-budget films. Big-budget flops
like "Catwoman" have made
space for smaller films like
"Napoleon Dynamite" to reach
a broader audience. With the
emergence of these underdog
films, let's take a look at the
films, faces and art that got us
here.
There is always buzz during
Oscar season about the one in
dependent film that is lined up
for lots of awards, but "Lost
in Translation didn't just
buzz - it exploded. Its original
release played in Los Angeles
and New York, and at a few art
houses. It wasn't until its many
Oscar nods that it was released,
which pulled in a different
crowd. This new audience was
certainly curious about the
film's stars.
After a dormant period, Bill
Murray earned praise for his
role as Bob. Hollywood's "it
girl" Scarlet Johansson made a
splash as Charlotte. Young di
rector Sofia Coppola also made
waves, incorporating subtle
feminine style and the"brilliant
music of My Bloody Valentine.
A new style of filmmaking was
on the rise.
But the two films that seem
to have come out on top in this
newly emerging film movement

are "Napoleon Dynamite" and
"Garden State.' Audiences
have made their message very
clear. People aren't looking
for high-concept big-budget
fluff. They're looking for
something engaging ananonest. Not to say that the goal of
these films is not entertain
ment, but they go about it in a
differently. The directors take
into account the intelligence
of the viewer.
"Napoleon Dynamite" is a
character study. The story is
neither complex nor climactic,
but the film is full of hysterical
one-liners and relatable situa
tions. Although the characters
are outlandish, the audience
can relate to them.
What brings people to see
this film over and over is that
they invest in these lovable
losers, who turn out not to
be losers at all. "Napoleon
Dynamite" is a pop culture
staple these days; you hear
"Napoleon" impressions as
often as you hear "Chappelle's
Show" quotes. It's the kind of
film you, your middle school
brother, and your mom can
all enjoy.

"Napoleon Dynamite"

made it clear that independent
films are not only extremely
creative works about sad
historical characters, they are
wildly entertaining and ap

pealing. The general public is seen major career boosts as characters over the backdrop
becoming less and less skeptical these smaller films continue to of a fantastic soundtrack.
The second film with high
of the term "independent film." • succeed.
Another example of an in- expectations is Wes Anderson's
Until now, the only recent suc
cessful film tied with this term . dependent film full of stars is " The Life Aquatic," star
f Eternal Sunshine of the ring Bill Murray, Owen Wil
Spotless Mind." With stars son, Cate Blanchett and Willem
like Jim Carrey, Kate Winslet, Dafoe. It's a comedy about a
films are emerging from the Kirsten Dunst and Elijah Wood, team of oceanographers led by
independent market, audiences this tiny film and its quirky Murray's character Steve Zisare growing increasingly op writer and director brought in sou, whose costume is reminis
cent of Jacques Cousteau.
timistic about the uniqueness crowds.
There was a time when inde
And now they are watchin^
these movies bring to a homog
pendent
film was almost exclu
DVD
sales
rise
since
"Eterna
enous market.
sively
restricted
to an audience
When "Garden State" was Sunshine" hosts a wild screenreleased this year, it also be flay by the infamous Charlie over sixty. But in this new wave
came an independent success. Kaufman, author of scripts of film, youth is taking over.
These films are not strictly
The film didn't play down to ibr "Being John Malkovicn,"
for
old film professors (not to
"Confessions
of
a
Dangerous
an assumed low-intellect popinsult
any reader who may be
corn-eating audience. "Garden Mind" and "Adaptation.'
The trick in this movie was or may have been an old film
State" was played for an in
trospective and open-minded the unique film-making per professor), but rather for youth
audience, which appeared to spective of Michel Gondry, looking for an outlet in enter
be much wider than nig studios who encouraged Winslet and tainment and art.
A generation of young and
Carrey to play out-of-type char
assumed.
The film's writer, director acters, simultaneously create a edgy directors is taking control
and star Zach Braff ( TV's fantastic visual work. Gondry's of the market. Their appeal is
"Scrubs") related questions visuals and Carrey's star power not that they are pretentious,
about youth, home and self- enabled "Eternal Sunshine" an but merely in love with the
art of film and entertainment.
discovery that resonated with a outstanding hit.
There are two upcoming films These writers and directors
large audience. Braff found an
impressive costar as well. Nata already getting buzz in the in have a fresher view of life than
lie Portman's role in the film dependent scene, and both are Hollywood is used to.
There is hope and a message
is yet another example of A- packed with stars. The quirky
list stars like Bill Murray who JT Heart Huckabees' boasts in the stories of these films.
volunteer to do an independent stars Dustin Hoffman, Jason Rather than a compromising
film they believe in, and for Schwartzman, Jude Law and situation or action-packed plot,
considerably less money than Mark Wahlberg. It's the story independent films provide a
of two "existential detectives ' hope-filled message for the
they normally make.
In turn, these actors have investigating a cast of unique mnHprri-Hflv anHipnre
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Avoid Fall fashion faux-pas
One part summer favs, one part hip winter threads and a dash of collegiate sophistication
new short fit jacket or match a scarf to (especially if you have a heel) or clogs.
your board shorts, thin gloves (lining Match your shirt with your sandals and
STAFF WRITER
such as cashmere is a definite no-no) allow the linen to draw an emphasis on
have an atypical-but-hip conflict when both. You're platinum, you're creative
Have you felt lost recently? Sure you
paired with shorts. Be creative; shout out and you're freakin' comfortable. Ya!
have. Everyone has times when they
that you don't need to conform to gain a
If you do wear linen...wear it right.
feel misdirected or out of place. This
popular look.
Linen
above the waist is uncommon. No
can be as simple as taking a right turn
Guys, paisley print is hot. You want to dark underwear, no slop and please, get
one street too early or trying to answer
a question your professor asked about be a player, this is the fabric of players. your hands on a steam iron.
It is a known fact that as the temperature
Guys: we all love to show the buff
the material you were supposed to have
drops, the paisley trees grow. Now, those (even if we really haven't got it) but just
read last night. Or you may have expe
of you who are not too familiar with dif a quick thought: the next time you find
rienced a severe case of disorientation,
ferent varieties of fabric and prints may yourself purchasing a t-shirt and there is
pure confusion. Looking in the mirror,
not know what paisley print looks like. a debate between sizes, give the larger
you ask yourself very deep and strange
Well, like all textured prints, there is cool one a chance. I am a believer that your
questions like, "Am I a part of something
paisley print and then there is paisley shirt should be slightly looser than your
greater than my own mind?" or "So, what
knockoff that can resemble a colony of pants. A looser fit won't give you the
kind of animal is Pikachu?" But there is
giant mitochondria trying to look cool. 'sweaty duct tape in your pits' feel and
no need to seriously stress about queries
You want sleek paisley, not too large or actually will not overwhelm your new
of this nature.
flamboyant. The colors will most likely pants. That may not sound right, but in
be dark (and they should be), so if the fact your shoulder span is wider than
colors seem to be out of control then your hips so even though there is more
you'll know you've come across some material on your upper bod, you may
faulty paisley. Think British racing green actually balance your attire out doing
or chocolate brown, lots of dull maroons this.
Ladies, fall is a great time to transition
and usually a touch of gold/yellow/orout of wearing those terry frilly miniskirts
(you know the double to quad layered
ones that by now, your mother has started
wearing) every day of the week. It's so
common that it is practically a uniform
and their presence as a must-have item
FILE PHOTO
has been stretched way too long. Wait
Example of Paisley print.
for Spring '05 to deliver fresh colors in
screaming solid primaries and eccentric
However, everybody does need an
pastels (Yes, I said eccentric pastels can
swers. And for questions so mammoth
be rebellious. Scope out Marc Jacobs Sand so crucial to understand, it is always
05
collection if you have any doubts). As
good to seek out some help. So here
far as skirts are concerned, try going for a
is my editorial. Swingers, I'm talking
more formal and geometric cut. Nothing
about style. You all have one, your own
as
conservative as schoolgirl plaid but a
personal style, the way you carry your
self and what you choose to put on your
WWW.NORDSTROM.COM
body. It's very important, you'd surely Keep your fall pants light and comfort
agree. Here I will attempt to jot down able.
some fashion advice.
Direct and informative, fresh and chic ange. If Tony Montana were alive today,
(of course!), from the runways of New under his Jet Black double-breasted
York, Paris and Milan and straight to three-button wool suit, he would be
your student newspaper. Pure fashion decked out in a silk paisley shirt. He may
facts and trends that will make you se even have had the matching hat.
lective with what you choose to allow
Up comes the pants issue, even in
to affect your next purchase, and w.hat fall and winter heat can be a problem,
you will also choose to curse my name so go for the lighter denim (and I'm not
over until the next column comes out. talking color). Fine whale cords will set
Modish! Enjoy!
you apart (nighttime use only) and then
Fall 2004 is a perfect time to focus on there is the linen...oh linen, the fabric
your sense of style. Not just your style, of freedom. My choice fall fabric and
but your sense of style, the way to ap here is why:
proach apparel and what the clothes you
Linen, tight or loose, worn high or
wear. Incorporate your interests, your low, will give you a sense of libera
inspirations, your hobbies or your fa tion. . .less sweat and more chill.
vorite color into the presentation of your
Linen usually comes in lighter colors,
FILEPHOTO
style. Combine your summer favorites like white or cream. Lighter colors are I'm really, really, really ridicuously good
with hip fall/winter looks. Remember usually considered less interesting, there looking.
that San Deezy has an interesting, semi- main purpose is to highlight the brighter,
tropical climate compared to most major more intense colors that you match it firmer fabric and a tighter, more form
cities and this gives you many options with. Wearing white linen pants will to fitting cut would be real smooth. Just
when pairing new accessories from this tally feel comfortable and look comfort remember that looking like an albino
winters ready-to-wears with the heat- able but also will draw more attention to peacock is no longer cool and that styles
opposing summer fashions you already whatever else you may be wearing.
deviating from the norm are not in your
own. Oh yeah baby! For example, you
Sandals are a must in San Diego. face for a reason, you may have to put
can wear a brilliant tank top under that Girls: linen looks marvelous with sandals some effort into finding them.

By Matt BeSox

PHOTO CREDIT

No way, I'm hotter!

Sandals are the cornerstone of any
outfit worn on a hot day. Though the
repetition I see on a daily basis is truly
depressing, it reinforces the belief that
men in America are getting lazier. I have
started hating Rainbows and anything
that is associated with them (including
leprechauns). Snorkeling in a Reef no
longer seems fun.
We all are attached to our flip-flops,
but a fisherman styled sandal or even a
sandal with a 1/2 to 1 inch heel would
be perfect for this fall and winter. Guys,
it's hard...I understand we live in city
where surf shops are situated on every
block and you simply want something
to slip in and out of with tremendous
simplicity but no, you have given in to
the lazy man's lie. If every outfit you
wear is complemented by the same pair
of flip-flops that you bought last year
then every outfit you wear has the same
foundation. Your outfit starts from the
shoes up. Check out some hip new leath
ers and automatically add some diversity
to your everyday appearance. Trust me,
unique sandals get noticed!
Modesty is a coming trend. Mid-20th
century inspired clothing, Hollywood
40's style...the theory is that when you
cover more, the parts you leave exposed
are emphasized. The unknown is so
tempting. What is behind that veil?! With
all the mindless obsessions in this world
we need designers who still consider a
shoulder to be sexy. Keep this in mind
when shopping this fall. Spring '05
shows were lined with long and lean
skirts so this is no short-term fad, it is a
traditional perspective to the artistry in
clothing design.
White was the summer accessory col
or. . .white belts, white shades, pearl ear
rings with white backings, white watch
bands (this was very formal). You should
still keep your teeth white, but pick your
own accessory color for fall and winter.
This color should be entirely your own.
Nothing shows more fashion awareness
than someone who knows how to match
their earrings to their pumps or their belt
to their scarf. Be bold...
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Murdoch wages war on journalism
Fox News reporter under fire for false comments made about Kerry
By Charles Davis
STAFF WRITER

This past Friday, Fox News' lead
political reporter, Carl Cameron, posted
a remarkable report of a Kerry rally the
day after the debates containing enough
embarrassing quotes from Kerry to ruin
any hopes of the presidency.
In the report, Cameron quoted Kerry
as saying, "Didn't my nails and cuticles
look great? What a good debate!" fol
lowed by the gems, "It's about the Su
preme Court. Women should like me! I
do manicures," and then stating, "I'm
metrosexual — he's a cowboy," refer
ring to President Bush.
Now, it's likely that any of these
quotes could be used in a successful ad
WWW.FOXNEWS.COM
campaign against Senator Kerry, caus
Fox News, scapegoat for agenda journalism, scrutinized once again for slanderous
ing most people to confuse Kerry for a
comments made about vice-presidential candidate John Kerry.
member of "Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy" than as a legitimate presidential clips of actual Fox broadcasts, but the the journalistic standard of sourcing
candidate.
film itself is flawed, largely because of quotes.
It's not hard to imagine some pictures the tedious commentary of liberal media
Another clip shows Fox News anchor
of President Bush strolling on an aircraft critics.
Brit Hume reporting that there have been
carrier in a flight suit - highlighting his
Greenwald's film is at its best when 277 military deaths in Iraq, but hey,
stern resolve - juxtaposed with John it simply lets Fox speak for itself, with that's still lower than the murder rate in
Kerry offering every woman in America extended segments of clips capturing the California, made complete with a usera manicure if he gets their vote.
often bizarre and blatantly partisan state friendly graph.
The one problem with Cameron's ments taken directly from Karl Rove's
Unfortunately, the director doesn't ef
story that just might prevent it from being playbook.
fectively utilize the necessity of simply
the political bombshell of the presidential
One such clip shows the hosts of the letting the Fox product speak for itself,
campaign - John Kerry never said any morning program "Fox and Friends" and sucks most of the life out of the
of the quotes Cameron attributed to him declaring matter-of-factly, "North Korea film by an endless series of commentar
— they were simply and blatantly fab loves John Kerry." Another sequence ies from media watchdog groups that
ricated. The incidents like this, where shows Fox's reporters inserting Repub quickly wear the viewer 's patience thin,
the lead reporter on the Kerry campaign lican rhetoric points by the use of the as even the most ardent Fox-basher is
engages in clear partisanship, which tend all-purpose phrase "some people say."
likely to yell "enough already" as com
Greenwald shows us dozens of such mentator upon commentator bemoans
to infuriate Fox News' critics.
They say that the cable news chan clips, where Fox reporters throw ethics Fox's affect on real journalism.
nel is provoking a race to the bottom in out the door and make statements like
A successful documentary about Fox
"some
people
say
John
Kerry
looks
the way of journalistic ethics. It's this
News should not be a hard thing to make.
subject that Robert Greenwald's docu French," and their favorite, "some people Whether it be a news anchor barely able
mentary "Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch's say John Kerry is a flip-flopper." This to contain their glee at images of "shock
War on Journalism" addresses. The phrase exemplifies Fox's tendency to and awe" bombing campaigns over
documentary contains some amazing insert commentary as news, avoiding Baghdad, or the aforementioned Carl

Cameron is seen in "Outfoxed" chatting
it up with President Bush in 2000 prior
to an interview, jovially talking about his
wife with candidate Bush, who just hap
pens to know her personally as she was
actively campaigning for the President at
the time - instances of bias aren't very
hard to come by with Fox.
Unfortunately, "Outfoxed" often
times seems amateurish in its produc
tion, and is bogged down by uncreative
interviews with too many critics.
While the film does contain some
remarkable instances of blatant poli
ticking on video, the rest of the film
doesn't maintain the viewer's interest,
and the closing segment that encourages
the viewer to engage in activism as an
answer to media bias seems tacked on
and cliched.
It's easy to get angry about one con
servative network and then forget the
rest of media's culpability in spreading
poor journalism. After all, it was columns
by the New York Times reporter Judith
Miller that were filled with sensational
claims about weapons of mass destruc
tion leaked by anonymous security of
ficials, all later proving to be false, that
were then trumped up by the very same
administration that was likely leaking the
disinformation.
And television journalism, if it can be
called that, tends to be universally bad,
regardless of whether it's CNN or Fox
News, choosing hard-hitting material on
Britney Spears' love life over the harder,
real journalism.
The media is long overdue for a
scathing indictment from some intrepid
director with a Tivo, but "Outfoxed"
isn't that film.
Rupert Murdoch may be engaged
in a war on journalism, as the makers
of the film point out, but it's a war that
got started a long time before he came
along.

What's your favorite
What is your all-time favorite cartoon and why?

"The Simpsons.
Duff Beer!"

"Betty Boop,
because she's so
cute."

Ariel Neikrug, junior

Suzie Ramos, freshman

"Fraggle Rock, it
provided me with
emotional sup
port as a child."
Drew Sanden, sophomore

"Fairly Odd Par
ents, because it's
random."

Daniel Chiribaga,
freshman

"Vote for Pedro."

Pedro Sanchez, high
school senior
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You
are
welcome
We are
a loving, caring,
diverse, involved
Christian community
Please Join Us
10:30 a.m„ Sunday

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL
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STUDY ABROAD
during INTERSESSION 2005!
The Ahlers Center for International Business is coordinating
study abroad programs in two exciting locations during
Intersession 2005.
HONG KONG
ECON 333: International Economics
BUENOS AIRES
ETLW 494: International Business Law

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE.
The application deadline is: October 14, 2004.
For more information and an application, please visit:
http://business.sandiego.edu/ib or stop by the
Ahlers Center for International Business in the Institute for
Peace and Justice (IPJ), room #134.

EHXOPAL

Pi Av«nu« and Nufmtg * San DI#go
619-298-7261 www4tpayteothedral.0rg

STUDY ABROAD IN 2005!
Application Deadline for Intersession:
OCTOBER 14

INTEGRATING FAITH
AND REASON IN THE

Intersession 2005
HONG KONG
ECON 333: International Economics
BUENOS AIRES
ETLW 494: International Business Law

Application Deadline for Summer:
DECEMBER 10
Summer 2005
PARIS/STRASBOURG
MKMT 300: Fundamentals of Marketing
MGMT 300: Managing People in Organizations
ROME
MGMT 309: International Comparative Management
FINA 300: Financial Management
For more information or an application, please visit:
http://business.sandiego.edu/ib or stop by the
Ahlers Center for International Business
in the Institute for Peace and Justice (IPJ), room #134

»

The University of St. Thomas School of Law
provides a foundation of service and leadership
as it integrates faith and reason
in the search for truth.
Located in the heart of Minneapolis;
our students have access to an
energetic business community, renowned
cultural institutions and entertainment.

UNIVERSITY OF ST.THOMAS
University of St. Thomas School of Law
(651) 962-4895; (800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895
lawschool@stthomas.edu www.stthomas.edu/law
No fee for online applications received by Dec. 31, 2004.
Contact tts for details.

Thursday, October 7th, 2004
Campus Recreation
campusrecreation@sandiego.edu

The beginning of a new Dynasty
IM Flag Football's season opener proves that filling The Dynasty's legacy may be alot to ask
By Joey Donnelly

tackled True Blue. The sheer
speed and agility of Dalton Bray
was not enough to overcome
the spot on defense of the Blue
The Men's seven on seven as the Agents fell to 0-1 with a
flag football season got under score of 14-6.
The eight o'clock show
way Tuesday evening. As usual
downs
were a bit more typical of
the first night was fueled by the
what
is
seen on opening night as
fireworks of new teams learning
the rules, veteran teams run both teams won by mercy rule.
We Score More played up
ning the field, and each teams
desire to fill the void left in the to their name as they continued
wake of Team Dynasty's retire their ubiquitous run towards
ment. Although there was no a championship as they dis
ceremonial raising of jerseys or mantled the Sticky Wolves,
powerful ballads from Mariah who didn't seem to have sticky
Carey, Dynasty's excellence of hands, 32-0.
On the other end of the field
execution will be remembered.
Many new teams are vying for Mike Crawford showed ev
the chance to become the team eryone why he should play for
for a new era, while the return the USD varsity as he put on
ing combatants will look for the a display of interceptions and
opportunities they missed over touchdowns as he led Affirma
tive Action to a 38-6 win over
past seasons.
The seven o'clock games the Candy Canes.
The ever-present Stan Fore
came without disappointment.
man
led his team from Maher
The formidable defensive stylonto
the playing field against
ings put on by the SC Game
cocks were no match for the the High Rollers for the nine
Arena Football like offense of o'clock game. The freshmen
Shizaam headed by quarterback team was welcomed to the
and team captain JomoYoung. league with a 40-24 loss despite
Shizaam won the game 12-7. excellent quarterbacking. And
In other action the free agents in a close match, Game Time
IM FOOTBALL STAFF

JEREMY DARNER

USD IM quarterback drops back to throw for a touchdown while evading the rushing defense.

and the Playmakers went at it
for the full 44 minutes with the
Playmakers coming out on top
14-12.
The final games of the night
were as exciting as the first.

Hoops heads to playoffs

By Conor Muirhead
IM BASKETBALL STAFF

Wednesday, Sept. 29 was
an exciting night for men's
basketball. Many undefeated
teams went head-to-head in the
battle for "top dog." The Ligers
started off their night with an
easy win over the Bruins. Play
ing on the other courts were
Maher 5 vs. Contraband and the
Untouchables vs. Wyn. Contra
band pulled out the victory in
two tough games. And in the
B-league, Wyn kept their unde
feated season intact by holding
off the Untouchables.
At the eight o'clock time slot,
a battle of the titans erupted on
court two. The Click and the
Rat Pack were both undefeated
going into the week. The Rat
Pack jumped out to an early
lead and won the first game.
But, the Click rallied in the
second game come back from
a large deficit and win 15-9. It
was an intense third game with
everyone playing at the top of
their game. Towards the end of
the hour, the Rat Pack emerged
victorious and went to 3 wins
and 0 losses. Look for them in
the playoffs to be contenders for
the championship. On the other

courts, the Fiddlers pulled out
the victory in two games over
the Blue Bailers while Coast
2 Coast could not contain the
Triple P's.
Once again at the nine
o'clock slot, six fierce teams
took the court. Rollin on Dubs
was crowned victorious over
Full Time Job. Both of these
teams are amazing because they
can drain shots from almost
anywhere on the court. From
lay-ups to NBA-range three
pointers, everything goes in. On
Court 1, the Average Joes eas
ily took care of the outmatched
Veterans. The Average Joes look
to makes a strong showing in the
playoffs. In the B-league, Sig Ep

extended their winning streak
by defeating the Demoralizers.
Finally at the 10 p.m. slot,
San Luis I overwhelmed the
2003 Champs, who have yet
to win a game. Although San
Luis I tearn is relatively short
in stature, they will beat up
anyone that comes in their way.
They can go over and under, and
run with the best of them. Look
for them to be the sleeper team
in the post-season. The BK's
took care of Arkelon Hall in
two quick games to keep their
winning season alive. And last,
but definitely not least, the Free
Agents put together a marvelous
game to beat the Bundy's in two
short games.

In a clear upset the freshmen
team Mannschaft overcame
the NROTC team 36-12, high
lighted by an excellent halfback
pass for a 40-yard touchdown.
To cap the evening the Vikings

and the Dukes clashed in a de
fensive battle, which ended in a
7-0 victory by the Dukes.
Hopefully next weeks games
will be as exciting and entertain
ing, come out and see.

Thursday, October 7, 2004
Chris Ferraro, Sports Editor
cfer raro@ sandiego.edu

Men's soccer kicks it up a notch
By Anthony Gentile
STAFF WRITER

The USD men's soccer team came
into this season very hungry, after losing
to Creighton in penalty kicks in the sec
ond round of last year's NCAA Tourna
ment. Under 26 year head coach Seamus
McFadden, the team returns fourteen let
ter winners, but only four starters from
last year's squad. Despite the youth of
the club, USD has proved to be a tough
opponent early in the fall 2004 season,
coming of age very quickly.
USD played a tough early season
schedule, which included two NCAA
Top Ten opponents, Stanford and UC
Berkeley. Early wins came against
UNLV and UC Irvine.
During the weekend of Sept. 17,
USD co-hosted the Adidas Tournament
with SDSU, playing Dartmouth and
Michigan State at Torero Stadium. USD
captured the tournament title by defeat
ing the previously unbeaten Spartans
2-0, and notching a 1-1 tie with the Big
Green.
Sophomore forward Ryan Guy was
named Most Outstanding Offensive
Player of the tournament, and was also
named to the College Soccer News

BROCK SCOTT

Ryan Guy gives the Toreros a one goal
lead against Gonzaga.

National Team of the Week for his performancein the tournament (two goals,
one assist). Torero sophomore defender
Kevin Meissner, sophomore midfielder
Eric Pohl, sophomore goalkeeper Lance
Friesz, and junior forward Scott Martin
were also on the all-tournament team.

USD entered West Coast Confer
ence play with a 3-3-1 overall record.
To open the WCC season, the Toreros
hosted a pair of games at Torero Stadium
this past weekend against the Portland
Pilots and the Gonzaga Bulldogs.
Against the #20 Pilots, USD battled
to a scoreless tie after 110 minutes of
action. In a defensive first half, USD
controlled the possession, but was
unable to score. The Toreros outshot
Portland, and appeared well prepared
and well conditioned in the first 45
minutes of action.
The second half and overtime periods
appeared tighter, with both teams having
multiple chances to break the tie, and
many close calls on defense. This match
marked the first time the Toreros have
been outshot by an opponent (19-18),
but Friesz was terrific in goal, shutting
out Portland. Defensively he had help
from freshman Leon Abravanel, sopho
more Rune Knudsen, and junior Calle
Rendahl.
Fourteen minutes into the match
against Gonzaga, Meissner threaded
the needle on a pass to Guy (his first of
two assists), who proceeded to put the
ball past the opposing goalkeeper with
ease. This gave the Toreros an early 1-0
lead, which they would take with them
to halftime.

After a fairly even first half, USD ran
away with the game, tallying three goals
in the final 33 minutes of the match.
Rendahl, junior midfielder Jan Prochazka, and freshman midfielder Dustin
Guerrero each scored in the second half
for USD.
Sophomore midfielder Blaine Smith
chipped in offensively with an assist,
and Friesz had a great game in goal to
record his second straight shutout, his
fourth on the season. After the dust
settled, USD emerged from Torero Sta
dium with a runaway 4-0 win over the
Bulldogs, improving their overall record
to 4-3-2(1-0-1 WCC).
USD takes its show on the road this
weekend, traveling to play Saint Mary's
and San Francisco. As the WCC season
kicks off, every game becomes impor
tant for the Toreros, especially with
tough opponents such as Santa Clara,
Portland, and Loyola Marymount in the
conference.
Playing a difficult early season sched
ule has prepared the USD men's soccer
team well for the WCC season. With
each new game brings more experience
for this young squad— experience that
may help them reach the NCAA Tour
nament for the twelfth time in 14 years,
continuing a great tradition of men's
soccer at USD.

Kobe's team practices at Jenny Craig Pavilion
The Lakers open training camp after a tumultuous off-season filled with multiple roster changes
By Charlie Farra
STAFF WRITER

The Los Angeles Lakers arrived on
the campus of USD this past week for
training camp for the upcoming basketball
season. Although all practices are closed
to students, many Toreros will certainly
looking to catch a glimpse of superstars
Kobe Bryant, Lamar Odom and Vlade Divac. Who knows, maybe Jack Nicholson
will make an appearance.
The impact this will have on transpor
tation on campus, as well as any parking
issues created by the security of Laker
team and staff will most likely cause
a problem. Students will certainly be
interested to see if security on campus
will be increased, especially with the
addition of many new Laker faces and
the conclusion of Kobe Bryant's criminal
legal troubles.
Interestingly enough, not much buzz
has been created around the San Diego
community about the Lakers arrival.
One would believe that a team who has
won three NBA championships in recent
years, and reached the NBA Finals just
last season, would raise the brow of media
moguls in the greater San Diego area.
After a lopsided loss to the Detroit Pis
tons in last years championship series, the
L.A. Lakers made a few adjustments for
the 2004-2005 season. First, long-time
Laker Shaquille O'Neal was traded to
Miami. He made an unforgettable appear
ance in his new hometown by pulling up

in an 18-wheeler truck, making his nick
name "The Diesel" all the more apparent.
O'Neal came with a cost, however; Miami
had to give up superstar Lamar Odom,
Brian Grant, Caron Butler and a future
first-round pick from the Miami Heat for
center Shaquille O'Neal. This is clearly
the biggest trade to happen in the NBA
for a long time.
The Glove doesn't fit anymore in Los
Angeles. Apparently O.J. and Gary Payton have a little something in common,
but Gary's not going on trial, even though
a lot of L.A. fans think he should. After
a frustrating first season with the Lakers,
averaging just 14.6 points, Payton was
excited to come back with the Lakers and
opted for the second year in his contract.
However, after averaging 7.5 under what
he averaged his last year in Seattle, the
Glove was trade to a new home. The
Boston Celtics are expecting this 36-year
old jabber mouth to report for training
camp, yet he has still not reported to
for his mandatory physical, demanding
another trade to a national title.
Payton was definitely a loved member
of the Seattle SuperSonics during his stint
with them for the beginning of his storied
career, yet many fans are frustrated when
he took the smaller contract in Los Ange
les in hopes to win a championship.
Karl Malone just informed the Lakers
that he will be unable to play this season.
The second leading scorer of all time
underwent arthroscopic surgery on his
right knee this summer and opted out of
his $1.65 million contract with the Lak

ers at the end of last year's season. As a
free agent, several teams, including San
Antonio, Minnesota and Miami, have
expressed interest. Dwight Manley,
Malone's agent, made it very clear that
this was a break, not retirement, "Karl's
not playing, but he's also not retiring.
He's leaving his options open. Nothing's
carved in stone," he said. The 41-yearold Malone proved that experience can
overpower age, averaging just over 13
ppg and 8.7 rpg.
Another familiar face of Lakers has
been traded but will probably opt out
and hang up his shoes. Rick Fox ended
his career averaging a low 4.8 ppg and
suffering injuries most the season. In
August, he filed for divorce from his wife
Vanessa Williams. The 13-year pro won
three championship rings with the Lakers
and ended with an average of 9.6 points
and 3.8 rebounds in 930 games. Not a
bad career, Rick.
The thought process of General Man
ager Mitch Kupchak has been questioned
by many Laker fans this past summer,
especially after letting head coach Phil
Jackson walk away. Instead, the Laker
front office signed a coach out of retire
ment was another odd move. However,
Rudy Tomjanovich has all the require
ments necessary to deal with a team like
the L.A. Lakers and fans should prepare
to get back on the winning bandwagon.
He also won two championships as the
head coach of the Houston Rockets in
the early 1990's.
Most people will not even recognize

this new team. The players are made up
of primarily trades from the Miami Heat:
Caron Butler, Lamar Odom and Brian
Grant, and the Boston Celtics: Chucky
Atkins, Chris Mihm and Jumaine Jones.
To try and fill the massive hole left by
O'Neal, the Lakers signed former Laker
and award-winning actor, Vlade Divac.
If he's not too busy smoking cigarettes
during half time, his team-first attitude
and signature flops could entertain Laker
fans, and help the team cope with the loss
of O'Neal. It will be very interesting to
see if Rudy can bring all these new guys
together and form a team worth cheer
ing for.
And then of course there is the heir
apparent, Kobe Bryant. Since this super
star is free, it's time for him to take over.
There is no arguing that LA is Kobe's
team. Last year, number 8 averaged 24
points, and 5.5 rebounds. That's pretty
impressive for a guy with a bad knee,
shoulder and a trial that could put him
away for more than a couple years.
So cheers to L.A., they're the Yankees
for modem day basketball. Fans in L.A.
love 'em, and fans everywhere else defi
nitely love to hate them. Can Kobe bring
the championship back to the west coast?
Can this new coach take over where Phil
Jackson left off? They may not win a
championship this coming season, and
they may not reach the somewhat unat
tainable expectations of their fans. But
you can count on one thing, showtime
will certainly be back in L.A. Let's wait
and see.
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For love of the Yanks
By Chris Ferraro
SPORTS EDITOR

After you read this next sentence, all
I ask is that you don't turn the page too
quickly, but give me some time to explain.
I'm a Yankee fan, bom and raised. My par
ents both grew up in New York City, and
before I knew who Dr. Seuss was I could
tell you about Dave Righetti and the 1988
starting pitching staff. But today I ask you
not as a Yankee fan, but a fan of our great
national pastime, to reflect upon what the
Yankees give to baseball.
There are three major reasons why the
Yankees make baseball the finest sport
in America today. First, they set the bar
higher for excellence. Second, they create
increased passion for fans everywhere for
their own team because of their unified
hatred of the Bronx Bombers. Finally, they
play the role of perennial Goliath.
Now, you might be sick to your stom
ach thinking some guy actually thinks
that the Yankees make baseball better. But
hear me out, and although you don't have
to agree with me, I hope you have a small
understanding of this point of view.

Leaf through the history books. What
team has won the most championships,
and overwhelmingly, at that? What teams
have eras of complete dominance, includ
ing players who retired with eight, nine,
and ten World Series rings?
Without the Yankees, there would be
no Red Sox. The panic in Boston to win
a World Series would not be nearly as
fanatical if the Sox were not constantly
being measured to the Yankees. Red Sox
fans would sell their first son for a World
Series ring, while New York's celebration
for championship number 27 might not
even last until the end of Frank Sinatra's
signature closer "New York, New York."
The Yankees have the highest visiting
attendance in baseball for six straight
seasons, as fans across the country come
out to watch their team take down those
"Damn Yankees!" Come October, when
only eight teams are in postseason play,
fans of baseball's 22 other franchises
either ride the Red Sox, Angels, Cardi
nals, Astros, Twins, Dodgers, or Braves'
respective bandwagons, desperately seek
ing to see a distinct change in the World
Series location.
I know of many baseball fans that
anxiously anticipate an underdog to suc
ceed just to see the reign of the current
perennial powerhouse Yankees to end.
The Marlins were America's love inter
est for a few weeks last season after their
championship run, and the Angels and
Diamondbacks before that. And the only

One lucky fan in
attendance at the
volleyball match will
win a 2-hour limo ride
around Sari Diego and
a gift ceritficate to
Camera Breath InnT

reason for this concentrated shift of sup
port is because of the Yankees.
How do I know it's all because of the
Yankees? When the NFL enters its post
season every season, no one suddenly be
comes a die hard Philadelphia Eagles' fan.
Even though they have a 44-year drought
without a championship, the longest in the
NFL, no one pulls for this underdog like
they do for the Sox and Cubbies.
Why is that? Unlike baseball, football
has no giant looming over the figurative
beanstalk. There is no established dynasty.
Sorry, Patriot fans, but two championships
in three years do not define a dynasty.
Without a clear public enemy, there is
no need to pull for the most anguished
franchise.
No other sport has the same amount of
passion dedicated to small market teams
like baseball does due to salary cap rules.
Parity creates a balanced atmosphere
where most teams have the same chance
of winning because of equal salary caps.
Yet, in sports like hockey, the average fan
loses interest when they do no even know
what teams are good and which teams are
not each season.
The next time you hear someone talk
ing about why the Yankees are the finest
franchise in all of sports, do not use their
massive payroll as an excuse. Think about
what they do for you as a fan of one of
the other 29 professional teams. Who else
could you curse and hate so much and still
respect at the same time?
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MLB Baseball Trivia
E-mail your answers to
eferraro@sandiego.edu
Whoever answers the most cor
rect will receive a prize!
1) Who was the last switch hit
ting AL MVP?
2) Who was the first player to
hit 4 HR's in one game in the
20th century?
3) Who threw back-to-back no
hitters?
4) Who is the second to last
player to bat .400 in a season?
5) Who is the only player to
drive in 1,800 runs without hit
ting 100 HR's in their career?
6) Who are the only four play
ers to hit over .300, 30 HR, 100
RBI 5 times before their 30th
birthday?
7) Who has the most home runs
without ever being to a World
Series?
8) Of the 25 members in the
3,000 hits club, who are the
only three to not be inducted
into the Hall of Fame?
9) Who last led all three cat
egories in the Triple Crown in
September?
10) What active pitcher has the
best winning percentage?
11) Who scored baseball's one
millionth run?
12) What two players hit for the
cycle in both the AL and NL?
Answers in next week's issue...
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